Product Suite: NGI’s Weekly Gas Price Index

A reliable indicator of weekly movements in natural gas pricing across the U.S. and Canada, the Weekly Gas Price Index provides a markets report of the average prices for the week prior.

Why Subscribe:

• Spot natural gas prices (weekly averages) at 170+ locations across the U.S. and Canada
• Referenced in dozens of FERC jurisdictional natural gas pipeline company “Cash-Out” tariffs
• News and analysis of key market events
• FERC approved Price Reporting Agency
• Published prices include deals from the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), as well as “Price Reporter” data from companies principal to the deal

How to Access:

• NGI Data Services REST API - Historical physical spot natural gas price indexes at 170+ locations in North America
• Automatic Data Sync to Excel
• Web tools for accessing datafeed & historical data
• NGI Delivery Platform Partners

Learn More:
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